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Abstract 
We describe the embedding of the semantic notions and modal operators of a 
fir st-order temporal logic based on time intervals in a multivalued setting. Truth 
values will be realized as functions from time intervals to "ordinary" truth values 
like t and f . The main emphasis lies on the realization of the various modal 
operators contained in the temporal logic as operations on the functional truth 
values . We show that it is possible to obtain an effici ent system sufficient for 
tasks in the area of di agnost. ic reasoning . 
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1 Introduction 
Reasoning about a changing world requires mechanisms going beyond the scope of 
classical predicate logic. Thus, several temporal logics have been proposed to solve 
problems in areas like hardware and software verification (e.g., [13]), planning ([2]), 
reasoning about actions (e.g., [9], [15]), and plan recognition (e .g., [4]). 
Among these logics those equipped with operators supporting a compositional ap-
proach (e.g., [14], [10]) gained particular importance because they allow some kind of 
modular reasoning in which formulas can be combined to statements about temporally 
more complex situations. The operator enabling this kind of reasoning is often referred 
to as chop (C). The semantics of logics containing it is usually based on the notion of 
intervals as sequences of states in contrast to logics like tense logic (cf. [5]) based on 
time points and Allen's temporal logic with intervals that are not built up from single 
states (d. [1]). 
Unfortunately, decision procedures for propositional temporal logics as described 
in [14] are non-elementary, i.e., of exponential height in the nesting depth of the 
chop operator. If the demand for completeness is relaxed, however, it is possible to 
implement inference systems of clearly smaller complexity for tasks in the field of 
diagnostic reasoning (e.g., [9], [4]). 
The system MVL described in [6] suggests itself as a basis for such an implemen-
tation as it provides a proof system to which modal operators like chop can be added 
(cf. [8]). The crucial idea of MVL (which stands for "Multivalued Logics") is to keep 
the inference machine and the "bookkeeping" about truth values separated from each 
oth~r. Thus, exchanging the set of possible truth values while retaining the prover 
results in a system for a t.otally different logic. 
The aim of this paper is to describe the theoretical foundations of an implemen-
tat.ioll of FTL, a first-order version of the temporal logic introduced in [14], in the 
MVL setting and its realization, possible applications, and limitations. The reasons 
for embedding t.his logic in MVL arc twofold: On the one hand, we will see how MVL 
gelleralizes the usual concepts of Kripke-style modal operators and sets of truth values 
underlying a cert.ain logic (d. section 3.3). On the other hand, this enables us to give 
an C'fficient. implement.ation of a restricted inference machine for FTL (cf. section 3.4). 
Sect.ions :2 a,nd :l.l will introduce syntax and semantics of our temporal logic and 
t.he founciat.ions of t.he MVL Syst(,l1I, resp. In sections 3.2 through 3.4, we will describe 
how t.o embed our interval-based logic and its modal operators in MVL. As truth 
values we will use functions from t.illw int.ervals to "ordinary" values including t and f 
and dcmonst.rat(' how complex modal operators can be realized as operations on these 
funct.ions. We will also address t.1l(' probl('m of how to represent the set of intervals 
alld the truth fUIIct.ioIls so t.hat. an ('([edivp comput.ation is possible. In section 3.5, the 
comput.at.iollal O\'('rhead caus('d by t.he modal operators is shown to playa minor role 
cOIlc(,rIIillg t.he complexit.y of the whole system. Finally, we will consider limitations 
and possibl(' applicat.ions of t.he result ing system. 
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2 The Temporal Logic FTL 
The temporal logic FTL ("First-order Temporal Logic") presented in this section es-
sentially corresponds to the extension of the system PTL(U ,X,C) as described in [14] 
to first-order logic. 
2.1 Syntax 
Given a denumerable set X of variables and a signature S, the set of formulas of FTL 
comprises T, F, and the usual set of first-ocder formulas with quantifiers Y and :3 and 
the connectives -',1\, V, -t, and t-t over Sand X. Besides, it contains all formulas of 
the form OP ("next"), (p U q) ( "until"), and (p C q) ("chop"). By <1>0 we denote the 
set of atomic first-order formulas. The versions of next and chop presented here are 
often referred to as "strong next" and "strong chop". 
Before presenting the formal semantics of FTL, we give an intuitive description of 
the meaning of the modal formulas introduced above: We want to consider a formula 
OP true in an interval CT if p is true if we consider the situation one state later, i.e., if 
p is true in the interval obtained from CT by removing its first state. 
We say (p U q) holds in an interval CT if q holds sometime within CT and p holds all 
of the time before within CT. 
The chop operator C provides a possibility to compose two formulas p and q by 
concatenating the intervals in which they hold. Considered differently, chop allows to 
split up an interval CT in which (p C q) holds into two subintervals CTI and CT2 where p 
and q hold, resp. 
2.2 Semantics of FTL 
Definition 2.1 Any subset of <1>0 is called a state. Let ~ be the power set 2~o of <1>0. 
Then the elements of I = ~+ U ~w are called intervals. 
The idea behind this definition is that a state contains just those atomic formulas 
true at a certain moment in time. Intervals are non-empty sequences of states and 
thus model the truth or falsity of formulas over time. 
We need some operations on intervals: 
Definition 2.2 Let CT, CTl, CT2 be intervals. Then the length of CT is defined by 
ICTI = { w, 
n, 
if CT is infinite 
if CT = ( So, •.• , Sn ) 
The composition of CTI and CT2 is 
if ICTll = w 
if CTI = ( So, ... , Sn ) and CT2 = ( Sn, Sn+lJ .•. ) 
The nth suffix of CT = ( So, ... ) is CT(n) = ( Sn, ... ). 
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Relating FTL to classical modal logics with Kripke-style semantics, we can regard 
intervals as possible worlds. The accessibility relation between worlds can be described 
by terminating subintervals defined below: 
Definition 2.3 Let 0'],0'2 be intervals. Then we define R t ~ I x I by 
a] R t 0'2 : {::=} a] = 0'~1), 
and call the first suffix a] of 0'2 the first terminating subinterval of 0'2. 
We denote the transitive closure of Rt by Rt and the reflexive, transitive closure of 
Rt by Rt . 
If 0']Rt 0'2' then there is a unique interval 0" such that 0'2 = 0" EB a]. This interval is 
the complement of a] in 0'2 and is denoted by complCT2 (ad. 
So, a world a] is accessible from 0' if a] is a terminating subinterval of 0'. Now we are 
ready to define the notion of satisfiability. 
Definition 2.4 Let D denote the non-empty set over which we interpret the logical 
variables of X. Then p : X - D is called an assignment. Let 0' = ( So, ... ) E I be an 
interval, x E X a variable, P E ~o an atomic first-order formula, p, q FTL formulas. 
Then we have 
aFT 
O'~F 
O'FP 
0' F .p 
O'FPl\q 
0' F 3:r,.p 
0' F Op 
0' F (p U q) 
0' F (p C q) 
{::=} 
{::=} 
{::=} 
{::=} 
{::=} 
{::=} 
{::=} 
PESo 
0' ~ P 
0' F p an d 0' F q 
there is an assignment p such that 0' F p~(x) 
0'(1) F p 
there is 0''', a" RtO', such that a" F q and for all 0" : 
if 0" RtO' and a" Rt 0", then 0" F p 
there are 0",0''' such that 10"1 < w,O" F p,O''' F q, 
an d 0' = 0" EB a" 
Concerning the other connectives and the universal quantifier, we use the usual recur-
siv(' definitiolls. 
It should br 1I0ted that the trut.h value of a non-modal formula only depends on 
til(" first. statr of an illterval. 
On the basis of the operators defined so far, we can derive other modalities useful 
in t.emporal \'('ason i ng. Examples are 
01' .- (TU p) 
all d i t.s d 11 al 
o Jl := ·O·p. 
These operat.ors arc called sometimcs and always. In "classical" modal logics, they 
correspond to t.lw modalities possibly and necessarily. Introduci ng the abbreviation 
empty - 'OT 
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to denote the end of an interval, we can derive the so-called weak versions of chop and 
next: 
(p C q) - ((p C q) V (p 1\ 0 ,empty)) 
OP - empty V Op· 
3 Review of MVL and the Embedding of FTL 
The MVL system by Ginsberg is an attempt to capture many sorts of reasoning within 
the field of artificial intelligence in a uniform framework (d. [6]). The basic idea is to 
split up inference into two parts : One in which the actual process of reasoning takes 
place - realized by a theorem prover - and one in which some kind of "bookkeeping" 
of the results obtained from the inference machine is done. 
As an example, one might imagine a system for probabilistic reasoning where the 
bookkeeping consists of combining the numerical values assigned to the formulas used 
and pruning formulas whose probability is below a certain threshold . Other examples 
given by Ginsberg are ATMS and default reasoning systems. 
Ginsberg formalizes the bookkeeping part of reasoning by attaching two kinds of 
labels to each bit of information: one describing the amount of knowledge available 
about a certain statement and one indicating the degree of certainty about its validity. 
On the basis of these labels, sets of truth values can be given the internal structure of 
a so-called bilattice, which is advantageous with regard to several aspects: 
1. M odula rity. It is possible to develop theorem provers suitable for many dif-
ferent object logics independent of the actual choice of underlying truth values, 
since the definition of a bilattice forms a unique interface to the bookkeeping 
part of the inference machine. Selecting a new set of possible truth values yields 
a reasoner for a totally different logic although the original prover is further used 
(d. [7J and [8]). 
2. Efficiency. As we will see, it is possible to exploit the additional information 
represented in the bilattice structure during the inference process to render it 
more efficient. 
3. M oda l operators. It is easy to introduce new modal operators into a given 
logic, as they can essentially be expressed using primitive operations on the ele-
ments of a bilattice. Besides forming the basis for efficient implementations, this 
is also interesting from a theoretical point of view, as this approach generalizes 
both the classical concept of Kripke-style modal operators and Moore's autoepis-
temic operator L (d. [12]). Thus, we are able to introduce modal operators of 
arity > 1 (in fact, theFTL operators U and C exceed Kripke's approach) and to 
compare different modal logics within a single uniform framework. 
In section 3.1, we will describe the formal basis for the truth values to be chosen 
and the way in which the closure of a certain set of propositions is computed using 
this basis. Section 3.2 shows how functions can serve as truth values in this sense and 
applies these results to FTL. In sections 3.3 and 3.4, we consider the MVL concept of 
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modal operators as described in [8J and its application to our temporal logic before we 
finally give some complexity results in 3.5. 
3.1 Mathematical Preliminaries of MVL 
The fundamental notion in connection with MVL truth values is that of a bilattice 
defined below: 1 
D efinition 3.1 ([6]) A bilattice is a sextuple (B,I\, V,',+,--') such that 
1. (B, 1\, V) and (B,', +) are both complete lattices . 
2. --,: B ----+ B is a mapping with 
(a) --,2 = 1, and 
(b) --, is a lattice homomorphism from (B, 1\, V) to (B, V, 1\) and from (B, ., +) 
to itself. 
If the operations 1\, V, +, and· distribute with respect to each other, the bilattice is 
called distributive. If only 1\, V and " + each distribute with respect to each other, it 
is called t-distributive and k-distributive, resp. 
The elements of a bilattice can be considered as truth values if its operations 
are illterprd('ci in the following way: The two pairs of operations 1\, V and " + each 
induce a partial order on the elements of B, denoted by :::;t and :::;k, resp . If x and yare 
clements of B with x :::;t y, we interpret this by saying that y represents a truth value 
that is "nearer to truth" than the one represented by x. In other words, a formula 
assigned the truth value y is considered "more true" than one assigned x. An example 
for t.his ordNillg is f :::;t t. Thus, :::;t represents the degree of certainty about the 
validity of a certain statement. 
If 011 tl1P. ot.her hand x :::;k y , we say that y stands for a greater amount of knowledge 
about a cprtain fact. than T. If we allow for some truth value u (unknown), we have 
I/. :::; k f alld 71. :::;k I., whereas t, and f are incomparable with respect to :::;k . 
COlllplf't ing t.he truth values used so far with another element denoted by ~ which 
st.ands for "both t and f", we obtain the smallest non-trivial bilattice F representing 
t.he sd. of t.rut h values lIsed ill first-order logic in MVL. Figure 1 shows this bilattice 
wlwre :::;/ illCI'eas('s froIll Icft. t.o right. and :::;k from bottom to top . The role of the --, 
operat.ion is t.o inv('rt. t.he :::;/ order while retaining :::;k. We now relate the bilattice 
operatiolls 1\, V, and --, t.o t.he int.erpretation of the elements of the bilattice as truth 
vall\('s. I\s t.he not.at.ioll illdicates , there is a strong similarity between these operations 
ill a bilat.t.ice alld t.heir synt.act.ical count.erparts within logic. Considering the bilattice 
F for ex a III p Ie, \\'(' g('t. f I\.f = .f, f V f = f, --,f = f etc., just as expected from tradi tional 
logic. 2 
1 The prcst'llt.at.ion of t hI' mat.hemat.ical fOllndations of 1\1 VL in this paper has to concentrate on 
t.he most essent.ial topics . For an elaborat.ed dcscription, the reader is referred to (6). 
~I\ yields the great.est. lower bOllnd !lIb, of it.s arguments w.r .t. ::;, and V the least upper bound 
lub, . 
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k 
f t 
u 
t 
Figure 1: The bilattice F for first-order logic. 
Definition 3.2 ([6]) Given some logical language .c and a bilattice B, a truth assign-
ment is a mapping ¢> : .c --t B. 
In MVL, such a mapping corresponds to a declarative database. In conventional logics, 
inferencing a formula P from a set S of axioms consists in checking if P is a member of 
the deductive closure of S. The multivalued counterpart for this process is to compute 
the truth value of p in the closure cl( ¢» of a truth assignment ¢>. 
Definition 3.3 ([6]) A truth assignment ¢> is closed if for all p, q, PI, P2, ... E .c 
1. ¢>(I\i p;) '2.k I\i ¢>(Pi), 
2. ¢>( 'p) = ,¢>(p), and 
3. if P F q, then ¢>(q) '2.t ¢>(p). 
This me'ans that - as a lready mentioned - the behaviour of the bilattice operation 
-, pcrfect.ly correspollds to negation in logic (2.), and that a formula q can't be "less 
t.rue" than a formula p entailing it (3.). The content of clause 1. becomes clear when 
cOllsidering a formula pA ']I where both conjuncts are assigned u but their conjunction 
obviously should be ass igned f. 
According t.o the "classical" approach to logic where the closure of some set T of 
S('Ilt.eIlCCS is defillcd t.o be the intcrsection of all deductively closed sets containing T, 
we ddine' t.lw closure cl( ¢» of a t.rut.h assignment ¢> by: 
Definition 3.4 ([6]) cl(¢» = 11 {V' I V' '2.k ¢> and 'lj; is closed}, where ¢> and 'lj; are 
cOlllpare'd poillt.wise'. 
To give' a co"//slrllrti1'r account of closure, we will restrict ourselves here to the case 
of so-calle'd ("(LllollicollV !Jl"Ounrirri bilattices where each element x can be expressed 
ulliquely by a sum .r = g/(.I") + gj(.7"), t.hc I-grounding and i-grounding of x, resp. They 
correspolld t.o t.ll<' pri1l1it.in:' bits of information :r is composed of.3 The bilattice F and 
t.he onc used for FTL arc bot.h canonically grounded. 
No\\" kt. ]J alld q bc SCIlt.CIlCCS of our logical language such that P F q and ¢>(p) = x. 
According to ddinit.ion ~L:3, wc ha\'e cl(¢>)(q) '2.t .r and thus cl(¢»(q) '2.k 9t(X) (since 
:lIll the hilattic('s consid('f('(i here, !It(.r) = .r V 11 , gj(.r) = .r 1\ 11. E.g., gt(..l) = t , gj(..l) = f. 
x = 9t(X) + 9j(X) '2k 9t(X)). So the contribution of p to q's truth value is 9t(¢(P))· 
If there are many sentences entailing q, this knowledge has to be accumulated by 
summing over all t-groundings. 
For a set S ~ £ of sentences we define ¢(S) := ApES ¢(p). If P E £, we denote by 
7r+(p) and 7r_(p) the sets of all subsets of £. entailing p and -'p, resp.: 
7r + (p) = {S I S F p}, 7r - (p) = {S I S F -,p}. 
A truth assignment ¢ is called -,-closed if ¢(-,p) = -'¢(p) for all p. This property can 
be characterized by the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.1 ([6]) A truth assignment ¢ is -,-closed iff 
¢(p) = L ¢(q) + L -,¢(q) 
q =~ p 
for all p, where q =.., p if there exists a nonnegative integer n such that p = -,2nq or 
v]ce versa. 
Now assume we are given a -,-closed truth assignment ¢.4 Then we have 
Theorem 3.1 ([6]) The closure of ¢ is given by 
cl(¢)(p) = L [¢(S) V ul + L [-,¢(S) /\ ttl 
SE7r+(p) SE""-(p) 
L 9t[¢(S)] + L -'9t[¢(S)] 
SE7r + (p) SE7r _ (p) 
This result implies a method to effectively compute the closure by steadily pruning 
formulas from the search space whose truth value is <k than the truth value already 
accumulated during the previous steps of the proof, since they can't make a real 
contribution to cl(¢)(p). Furthermore, the summation over 7r_(p) may be left out if 
we are only interested in the truth of p, i.e., if we want to show cl( ¢ )(p) '2k t. 
3.2 Functional Truth Values 
For some applications it is not sufficient to use some kind of "atomic" truth values 
like t and f. Instead, it might be convenient to employ mappings from a given set 
to some bilattice as truth values. Ginsberg describes this for a simple temporal logic 
with truth values 9 : IN -t F from the set of time points to the classical truth values 
(d. [8], [9]). After describing the principal concept of functional truth values, we will 
see in this section how this technique can be applied to FTL. 
Given a set S and a bi latt ice B, the set B S of fu nctions from S to B obviously 
inherits the bilattice property from B if the operations /\, V,·, +, -, are computed 
pointwise. 
Taking S to be the set of time intervals represented by IN2 , and B to be the first-
order bilattice F, we obtain t he new bilattice of truth values of FTL, denoted by B/. 
4lf ¢ doesn't meet this property, we compute its..., closure according to lemma 3.1. 
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Intervals are represented as pairs of natural numbers i = (a, l), where a is the first 
state and 1 is the number of states of i. Thus, the elements of B[ are total functions 
over IN2 . 
Some practical problems arise with this approach: How to represent the infinitely 
large set IN 2 and the functions 9 : IN2 -+ F? 
We begin with the second question and assume the general case of a bilattice B S . 
If we can put some order on the set S, it is possible to make the representation of 
the functions 9 more compact by only listing those points of S explicitly where the 
value of 9 changes and assuming 9 to be constant between two such so-called exception 
points. As in general there will be no natural total order available for S, we organize 
S as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) with an induced partial order j: 
SI j S2 :{=} there is a path from 51 to S2 in S. 
To effectively represent this DAG, it is sufficient to have its root and a function com-
puting the common successors of a given pair of points. 
The required structure for the interval DAG D [ can be extracted from defini-
tion 2.4. As our time begins with state 0, we define the root of D [ to be (0,1), 
i.e., the interval consisting only of state 0. Examining those intervals sharing some 
common properties yields four classes: 
1. Intervals of the form ( a, 1 ) consisting of a single state. They correspond to the 
embedding of time points into intervals. Within D[, they yield a path (0,1) -+ 
( 1,1) -+ (2,1) -+ ... called the a-branch of D[. 
2. Intervals beginning with the same state, as a non-modal formula is valid in ( a, l ) 
iff it is in (a, [') for any [' > 0. For each a E IN, these form a path (a, 1 ) -+ 
(a,2) -+ ((/,,3) -+ ... , the f3a-branch of D[ . • 
:3. Intervals cn(i1:ng in the same state. They all are terminating subintervals of a 
commoll greater interval and form pathes ( 0, I) -+ ( 1, [ - 1 ) -+ ... -+ ( [ - 1,1 ). 
A sequence of this form is called the II-branch of Dr as for all (a', [') E II : 
a' + [' = l. By la,1 we denote that part of la+1 beginning with (a, [). 
4. "Empty" intervals (a, 0). They are only mentioned for completeness as any 
formula is considered unknown in such an interval. In the following, we won't 
regard t.his kind of intervals anymore. 
F'igur~ 2 shows a part of the resulting graph D /. 
This st.ructure of D/ allows to pass truth information along the edges to represent 
all killds of rclat.ions bctw('en intervals described in definition 2.4. 'V\Te now demonstrate 
how t.he COllcCPts dcw,loped so far can be applied. 
Example 3.1 Let. Jl be a first.-order formula t.rue in state 2 and unknown everywhere 
else. Accordillg t.o definit.ion 2.4, p is true in all intervals beginning with state 2. This 
call bf' exprcssf'd by assigning ]J a t.ruth function gl : IN2 -+ F with 
gl (( a, l )) = { t, 
u, 
10 
a = 2, l 2 1 
of henui8e 
a b~~~ ._.l ,~C~3 branch 
i (0 I) L- (0, 2)~ (O, 3):_ (0, 4) - ... 
I '!Y","/"," / ,/ 
! (I, I) t--;*- (I, 2)~ (1,3) - (1,4) - .. . 
i" ,tY,/;/ ,/ 
! (2, I) r;r' (2,2) - (2,3) - (2,4) - ... 
~-- 1 -:+/ . / 
~-tk--,..c------- ------i (3,1)r-- (3,2) - (3,3) - (3,4) - ... I--, t----- - ---------- C--
! . I ~ 3 branch 
I - I 
Figure 2: The DAG DJ of intervals_ 
Listing gl 's exception points and their respective truth values yields (( 0, 1 ) -u, (2,1) -
t, (3, 1 ) - u) _ In this case, we use inheritance along the /32 branch of D J and the fact 
that the interval ( 2, 1 ) of the a branch corresponds to state 2_ 
If we want to express that an FTL formula q is true in all states of an interval, e_g., 
( 5, 3), we use a truth function g2 with 
2(W) = { t, W E {(~, 3 ), ( 6,2), ( 7, 1 )} 
9 u, otherwzse 
The exception point list of g2 is (( 0,1) - u, (5,3) - t, (5,4) - u), where t is passed 
along the 15,3 branch of D J-
3.3 Realization of Modal Operators 
As already mentioned in section 3_1, the bilattice operations like" 1\" play two distinct 
roles: Besides being a function on elements of a bilattice, they occur as binary operators 
in our logical language. In [8], Ginsberg generalizes this view to arbitrary operations: 
" ... bilattice operations can be viewed in general as establishing semantic 
meanings for their syntactic counterparts. These syntactic counterparts 
are generally referred to as modal operators_" 
D efinition 3 .5 ([8]) Given a bilat tice B, any n-ary function 9 : Bn -+ B is a modal 
operator_ 
Usually, modal operators are given a semantics using Kripke's approach of possible 
worlds (cf_[11])_ Given an accessibility relation r among worlds and a modal operator 
0, where Op is intended to be valid in a world w if p holds in all worlds Wi accessible 
. from w, we can define the semant ics of this operator by conceptually introducing a 
function f that takes a formula p and a world wand returns the truth value of p in 
w. 5 Then we have 
f(Op,w) = 1\ r(p, w' )_ 
Wi 
r(w,w
'
) 
5n corresponds to the classical "necessity" operator. 
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How can this be related to the resul ts of the previous section? Taking time intervals 
as possible worlds and the subinterval relationship R t as accessibility relation,6 we get 
for a formula np, where p is assigned a truth function 9 : JN2 ---t F: 
n(g)(w) = 1\ g(w' ) 
w'R, w 
In this equation, n is a bilattice operator. 
There exists a distinction between two kinds of modal operators: The so-called non-
deductive operators, e.g., Moore's autoepistemic operator L (d. [12]), do not respect 
the bilattice operations· and +. These operators are usually not given a possible-
worlds semantics, but are characterized by some functional relationship between the 
truth values of their "input" formulas and their results. The class of deductive modal 
operators is characterized by the classical Kripke semantics and comprises operators 
like those of necessity and possi bili ty. When compu ting the closure cl ( rP) of a truth 
assignment rP, the following inequality holds for deductive operators n: 
cl ( rP) ( n (Pl, ... , Pn) ) 2: k n ( cl ( rP) (Pl ), ... , cl ( rP) (Pn) ) , 
while there is a strict equality for the non-deductive ones. 
Proposition 3.1 ([8]) Any modal operator on a distributive bilattice B that can be 
written in terms of 1\, ',+, constant functions and projections is deductive. 
Projections are functions 'Trw ,Wi indexed by two possible worlds w, w' that - when sup-
plied with a truth function 9 and a world w" - return the value of 9 at w' if w = w" 
and u otherwise; i.e., such a projection exactly represents the property of accessibility 
of w' from w. 
3.4 FTL Modal Operators 
In the following, we will describe how the basic modal operators of FTL introduced in 
section 2 can be expressed as bilattice operations on B [. 
Let g,gl,g2 E BJ be truth functions JN2 ---t F, and w,w',w" E JN2 pairs of natural 
numbers representing intervals. 
Then we can express the next operator Q by 
next(g)(w) = g(w' ) (1) 
where w' is uniquely determined by w' Rt w. This corresponds to the intuitive seman-
tics of next: To see if Qp is valid in an interval w, check P's truth value in its first 
terminating subinterval w'. Obviously, the result of next is itself an element of B[. 
With the other basic operators, things become slight ly more complicated. Consider 
the operator until. Translating its semantics given in definition 2.4 into the MVL 
formalism yields the following: Given two tru th functions gl, g2 E B [, we can determine 
6I.E., w' is accessible from w iff w'Rtw . 
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the value of until(91, 92) at w by checking if there is some terminating subinterval w" 
such that 92(W") = t and for all subintervals w' of w before w": 91(W') = t . We get 
(2) 
wllRtw w'Rtw 
w"Riw' 
Remark: In (2), lubt and 91bt are guaranteed to exist even in the infinite case because 
- according to definition 3.1 - (BJ, 1\ , V) is a complete lattice. In contrast to traditional 
logic, we can therefore express existential and universal propositions about worlds by 
disjunctions and conjunctions, resp. 
For the chop operator, the translation is similar: Check if there is a terminating 
subinterval w' of w such that 92( w') = t and for the complement w" of w' in w: 
91 (w") = t. Again, we get a disjunction 
(3) 
Here, the above remark is also valid yielding the correctness of (3). As a consequence 
of (1), (2), (3), and proposition 3.1, we get the follow ing result: 
Corollary 3.1 The modal operators next (0), until (U), and chop (C) are deductive. 
From the equations li sted above, an actual implementation of these operators can be 
rasily der ived. For this, notice that 
1. (a', I') Rt (a, I ) ¢:::::} I > 1, a' = a + 1, and I' = I - l. 
2. (a',I') Ht (a,/)¢:::::}a+l=a'+I',I'>O,anda'~a. 
:~. (a', I') Ri (a, I) ¢:::::} a + I = a' + I', I' > 0, and a' > a. 
1. cump/(IL,I)(( a + i, 1- i)) = (a, i + 1). 
So w(' gd 
nexl(g)(( a, I)) 9((0,+1,1-1)) (4) 
/-1 i- I 
1I.11.lil(.r;I ,.f)2)((a, I)) = V [1\ 91((a+j,l-j))1\92((a+ i, l-i))]. (5) 
i=O .i=O 
The impklll<'llt.at.ioll of ,hop is done by 
/-1 
clIUJlCfJl,g2)((o,I)) = V [91((a,i+l))1\92((a+i , l- i)) ]. (6) 
,:=0 
To cOlllplrtc t.his sect ion, we will consider the derived modal operators always (0) 
alld 8omrfil11(s (<». As Ill<'ll t. ionrd ill section 2, sometimes can be obtained by 
<> p := (T Up). 
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Denoting the truth functions assigned to T and p by gT and gp, resp. (i.e., Vw E JN2 : 
gT( w) = t), and inserting them into (2), we immediately get 
sometimes(gp)( w) until(gT' gp)( w) 
V [1\ t 1\ gp( w") J (d. def. of gT) 
w llRt w w'Rtw 
w"Rtw' 
(7) 
Taking advantage of the duality of sometimes and always, it is possible to derive 
its realization by 
always(g)(w) -,sometimes( -,g)( w) 
-, V -,g( Wi) 
w'Rtw 
1\ g(w' ) (8) 
w'Rtw 
In general, formulas like (2) and (3) cannot be effectively computed as they may 
contain infinitely large disjunctions and conjunctions. The representation of the set of 
intervals in a DAG and of the truth functions by only li st ing their exception points, 
however, admits these computations for many cases. 
Example 3.2 In example 3.1, we assigned a truth function g2 to a formula q with the 
intention to express that q is true during the whole interval (5,3). Applying always 
to this function yields always(g2) = g2, i.e., g2 in fact formalized what we intended . 
Consider another formula r with truth function g3 where 
g3(W) = {t, w E {(~,2),(8,1)} 
u, otherwzse 
i.e., r is true in the whole interval ( 7,2). Then the truth value of (q C r) is a function 
ChOP(g2' g3) = g4 with 
g4(W) = {t, w E {(~,4),(6,3),(7,2)} 
u, otherwzse 
that is represented using the exception points (( 0, 1) - u, (5,4) - t, (5,5) - u). 
Applying next to 93, i.e., computing the truth value of Or, yields next(g3) = 95 with 
g5(W) = {t, w E {(~ ,3),(7,2)} 
u, otherwzse 
We have a slightly different view on modal operators than Ginsberg has. According 
to his understanding of modal operators, next should modify the truth value of r by 
pushing it one step into the future, whereas the above result is the truth function 
obtained from the query "In which intervals is Or true?" 
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3.5 Complexity Considerations 
For the case of chop, we will describe an algorithm for (6) exploiting the sparsity of 
exception points of truth functions and compute its complexity. 
Let 91,92 EEl, exc(91) , exc(92) their respective sets of exception points with 
lexc(91)1 = n1 and lexc(92)1 = n2' As indicated in equation (6), to compute the 
value of choP(91 ' 92) at ( a, I), we have to consider each possible splitting of ( a, I) into 
two su bintervals ( aI, II ) and ( a2, 12 ) such that ( a, I) = ( aI, II ) EB ( a2, 12 ) and combine 
the respective values of 91 and 92 using "A". All these intermediate results are put 
together in one disjunction yielding the final value at (a, I). In a first step, we have 
to complete both sets in the fo llowing way: 
1. Each ( a2, 12 ) E exc(92) can be combined with ( aI, II ) E exc(9d iff a1 + II - 1 = 
a2, i.e., iff (aI, 11) E la2+1· So, we need all points on la2+1 where 91 changes 
its value. Apart from the points of la2+1 n exc(9t), these are all those elements 
( aI, II ) of exc(gd passing their truth values into lad1 by inheritance. We have 
to collect their projections (aI, a2 - a1 + 1) onto lad1' In the worst case, we 
therefore have to consider each member of exc(9t) for each of exc(92) and obtain 
a complexity of O(n1 . n2)' 
2. In the other direction, any (aI, 11) E exc(9t) is combinable with any (a2' 12 ) E 
exc(Y2) where a1 + II - 1 = a2, i.e., with all members of (3a2' Just as in 1., we 
have to compute the projections of all points ( a;, I; ) of exc(g2) influencing the 
truth values along (3u2' These are the points (a2,a~ + l~ - a2) . The complexity 
of this step is again O(nl . n2)' 
3. Combining the points obtained from the two prevIOus steps according to (6) 
yields the same complex ity again. 
So, the computational overhead caused by chop is merely O(nl ·n2). For until, the pro-
c~ss is similar and takes the same time, whereas next can be implemented to consume 
linear timC'. 
4 Applications 
Onc possible application for a system as the one described is in the field of plan 
{·('cognition. Assumc Wf' arc given some observed actions al(t1) and a2(t2) with their 
actual paralTH'trrs /,j and exact temporal information about their occurrences and some 
plan hypot.hrsrs PI and P2 written as FTL formulas, where 
V·I'I, .1" '2, ,7"3.1)1 (·1'1, X'2, ·7"3) 
V.1" I , ·7"2, .T3· P2 (,1"1, ·1"2 , ·1"3) 
' ( al(.rd A 0 (a2(x2) C a3(x3)) ) 
(aI(Tt} A Oa2(x2) A OOa3(x3) ) 
Using ordinary deduction, \\"C' can infer which 'of PI and P2 is not a valid hypothesis 
for an explanation of the observcd action sequence. Assume ad td is observed in state 
5, i.e., in the illtf'rval (5,1 ), and (/,2(12) in state 10. Trying to derive ,PI from this 
database yields a truth function gP1 with value t everywhere except for all intervals 
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( 5, I) of f3s with I ~ 6, where 91 yields u. The reason for this result is the fact that 
any interval in which PI could hold has to begin with state 5 and include at least 
state 10 where a2(t2) takes place. The derivation of -,P2, however, yields a constant 
truth function 9P2 with value t. The result of these inferences is that PI is consistent 
with the observations and thus a valid hypothesis for the observed action sequence -
in contrast to P2 that is not. 
If later on action a3(t3) is observed - e.g., at state 12 - we can even derive . PI 
with a truth function gP
1 
that yields t for all (5, I) with I 2': 8 as now each interval 
satisfying PI starts at state 5 and includes at least state 12. 
In [4], a similar approach to plan recognition with a temporal modal logic is de-
scribed . 
5 Conclusions 
We introduced a modal temporal logic FTL based on work described in [14] and the 
basic concepts of Ginsberg's MVL presented in [6]. The main emphasis lay on the 
translation of FTL into the MVL formalism, where the choice of functions JN2 -+ F as 
truth values - as counterparts for its interval-based semantics - and the implementation 
of FTL's modal operators as functions over· these truth values played a central role. 
We finally showed that it is even possible to give efficient implementations for these 
concepts by exploiting some constraints on the structure of truth values. 
As expected, this efficiency is not for free. For example, truth functions changing 
their value infinitely often (e.g., from state to state) can't be represented using the 
methods described. 
Another - perhaps even more serious - drawback lies in the limitation of possible 
iIlfcrences caused by MVL. To reason about a formula np containing a modal oper-
ator n, p is required to have a concrete truth valu e that can serve as input for the 
junction n. Axiom schemata like OA -+ 0 A are conceptually not supported. Thus, 
the applicability of illference systems based on MVL is limited to cases of diagnostic 
reasoning, where a set of observations with their actual truth values is given. In such 
a situation, t.asks like temporal projection are also solvable by using modal operators 
that "push" ce rt.ain t.ruth values into the future. Examples are reasoning about ac-
t.iOIlS (e.g., Ginsberg's treatment of the Yale Shooting Problem (d. [9] and [3])), plan 
rc'cogIlition as described in [4], and all kinds of fault diagnosis. For such tasks, a more 
powerful - and lf'sS effic ient - prover is generally not needed, but can be replaced by 
i'tIl illference syst.em as t.he one described above. 
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